Parameterized Diamond Tiling for Stencil Computations with Chapel parallel iterators
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ABSTRACT
Stencil computations figure prominently in the core kernels of many scientific computations, such as partial differential equation solvers. Parallel scaling of stencil computations can be significantly improved on multicore processors using advanced tiling techniques that include the time dimension, such as diamond tiling. Such techniques are difficult to include in general purpose optimizing compilers because of the need for inter-procedural pointer and array data-flow analysis, plus the need to tune scheduling strategies and tile size parameters for each pairing of stencil computation and machine. Since a fully automatic solution is problematic, we propose to provide parameterized space and time tiling iterators through libraries. Ideally, the execution schedule or tiling code will be expressed orthogonally to the computation. This supports code reuse, easier tuning, and improved programmer productivity. Chapel iterators provide this capability implicitly. We present an advanced, parameterized tiling approach that we have implemented using Chapel parallel iterators. We show how such iterators can be used by programmers in stencil computations with multiple spatial dimensions. We also demonstrate that these new iterators provide better scaling than a traditional data parallel schedule.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.3 [Language Constructs and Features]: Control structures; D.3.4 [Processors]: Code generation, Optimization
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1. INTRODUCTION
Stencil computations are ubiquitous in scientific simulation applications, often composing the most time-intensive kernels of the application. Advanced optimization techniques, such as diamond tiling [1] reduce memory bandwidth pressure, which is crucial to efficient scaling and is becoming more important as memory hierarchies deepen and the bandwidth-to-flops ratio decreases [18]. However, applying complex tiling techniques manually to application code obfuscates the core computational kernels and causes code maintenance issues by complicating the control flow. Additionally, tiling techniques require architecture-specific tile size selection, and the inclusion of such tuning parameters within the primary specification of a computational kernel thwarts performance portability. This work provides solutions to the challenges associated with diamond tiling using a framework that can be extended to other advanced tiling techniques. Loop tiling [17] changes the execution order of the iterations of a loop nest to improve data locality, which in turn reduces memory bandwidth pressure. Tiling has been shown to improve both single-processor performance and the scalability of performance on parallel systems. Including the time dimension in the tiling takes further advantage of the available locality in stencil operations [14,24,25,30,31]. Diamond tiling further improves performance by allowing work on tiles to begin simultaneously, thus increasing available parallelism.

Most optimizing compilers do not include diamond tiling techniques. Even when a compiler can perform this optimization on a small benchmark, it may fail to do so on a larger code due to program analysis limitations. This leaves application developers no choice but to include such tiling transformations in the primary specification of the computation. This is undesirable for two reasons: (1) The tiling loop structures obfuscate the original stencil computation to the point of making them virtually unrecognizable [21]. (2) The size and shape of the tiles required varies with architecture; including this diminishes portability.

The goal of this work is to enable the quick adoption of novel tiling techniques without obfuscating application code. This is achieved by removing the execution schedule from the primary specification of the computation using Chapel...
parallel iterators. The iterator implementation of diamond tiling is parameterized to enable performance tuning.

### 1.1 Motivation for Parameterizing Tiling

Currently, applying diamond tiling requires manually including the tiling loops in the primary expression of the computation. The source-to-source compiler Pluto [7] can automate diamond tiling in some cases and code generation tools can be used to aid with this process; however, they require tile sizes be specified for non-rectangular tiles [3,23].

Given a fixed tile size, the iteration space that results from diamond tiling is affine. However, adding the parameter size as a variable causes the iteration space to no longer be affine. This is because the tile size is involved in a multiplication determining the bounds of the generated loops. Current code generation tools cannot handle non-affine iteration spaces. Parameterizing the diamond tiling overcomes this challenge, thereby simplifying the development and tuning workflow.

The workflow for applying diamond tiling within a stencil computation currently involves the following steps:

1. develop the code using a standard execution schedule,
2. generate the tiling loops for a best-guess tile size,
3. manually incorporate the generated code,
4. recompile and run a performance test, and
5. improve the tile size guess and return to step 2 until satisfactory performance has been achieved.

By parameterizing the generated code, we remove the repeated manual step, prevent the need for code regeneration and recompilation, and enable auto-tuning using run-time parameters.

### 1.2 Motivation for Using Iterators

The loop nests necessary for a tiled execution schedule are complex and their direct use within application code leads to code duplication, challenging and error-prone incorporation, and obfuscated application code. Iterators are an increasingly common programming construct that solve these challenges by providing code modularity for the loop nests themselves. Modular code lends itself to reuse, testing, and maintenance.

An additional benefit to this approach is that parameterized iterators provide a level of performance portability. Performance portability means that the code can be optimized for various architectures without changing the primary specification of the calculations. Given that the iterator can be parameterized for tuning parameters, in this case tile size, the parameters can be changed to accommodate varying target architectures.

### 1.3 Technical Contributions

The technical contributions of this paper include:

- **Parameterizing diamond tiling.** We present a systematic method for creating diamond tiling code that is parameterized for tile size and specific to the tiling hyperplanes.
- **Implementing the parameterized diamond tiling using Chapel parallel iterators.** This separates the expression of the tiling schedule (the loop nest) from the expression of the computation itself (the loop body). We created a proof of concept that shows we can develop libraries of schedules that could be adopted by end-users.

We demonstrate that the parameterized diamond tiling variants perform as well as fixed-size diamond tiling variants, and reproduce results showing that diamond tiling is faster than rectangular space tiling. The Chapel parallel iterators demonstrate competitive performance while providing significant programmability benefits over the C+OpenMP implementations (see Figure 1). The results are discussed in detail in Section 5. Section 7 concludes.

### 2. BACKGROUND

This work makes practical the use of advanced tiling techniques, specifically diamond tiling, within stencil-based applications. This section provides background about stencil applications in general, the stencil benchmarks used in this work, standard space and time tiling techniques, and diamond tiling.

#### 2.1 Stencil Computations/Benchmarks

A stencil computation is one in which the result, or update to each cell, depends on the values of some set of neighbors. In this paper, we use the Jacobi 1D and 2D benchmarks. These benchmarks are general representations of other Jacobi-like stencils with dependencies through time that are common in applications, such as heat and discrete wave equations. The quintessential Jacobi stencil is the average of a Von Neumann neighborhood of depth 1 over a series of time-steps.

A one-dimensional implementation of Jacobi can be set up to simulate heat dissipation through a theoretical one-dimensional rod. In our implementation we set the initial conditions to 0.0 at each end and use a random number generator to assign values at each discrete point within the rod. The “dissipation” is calculated using an average of each point and its direct neighbors. It is not likely that a scientific application will use a Jacobi1D calculation on its own;
however, this is a common case study for temporal tiling approaches.

Figure 2 illustrates the data dependency pattern in the Jacobi1D benchmark. Each cell is updated using the following statement:

\[
A[t,i] = ( A[t-1, i-1] \\
+ A[t-1, i] \\
+ A[t-1, i+1] ) / 3 ;
\]

This operation is fully parallel within a time step. In fact a naive parallelization of Jacobi1D surrounds this statement with two loops, an outer time loop, and an inner space loop. An OpenMP statement, or other programming construct for thread-level parallelism, can be used to indicate that the inner loop should be executed in parallel.

The 2D case can be thought of as simulating heat dissipation through a theoretical surface. Each cell in the surface has 4 neighbors (not using diagonal neighbors). The cell update statement is the following:

\[
A[t,i,j] = ( A[t-1,i,j-1] \\
+ A[t-1,i,j] \\
+ A[t-1,i,j+1] \\
+ A[t-1,i-1,j] \\
+ A[t-1,i,j-1] ) / 5 ;
\]

As with the Jacobi1D operation, within a single time step the loops executing this statement are fully parallel. A naive implementation executes one of the two space dimension loops in parallel. One obvious improvement to this is to collapse the space loops into a single loop and parallelize that. We refer to this as naive parallelization. Given that the problem size falls outside of last-level cache, it benefits performance to apply a simple space-only tiling using rectangular tiles laid over the plane. This implementation is referred to as a naive space tiling variant of the benchmark.

2.2 Rectangular Tiling in Space

Rectangular tiling breaks a large iteration space into a set of smaller iteration spaces [17]. The goal in doing so is to improve spatial and temporal locality. The advantages of this for 2D data are very clear. When iterating over a large 2D dataset applying a 5 point stencil (north, south, east, west, self), it is likely that the north neighbor will be pushed out of cache before the iteration comes around to the point again (this time as self). Breaking the larger iteration space into smaller tiles can prevent that cache miss.

2.3 Diamond Tiling

Diamond tiling [1] is a method of space-time tiling that provides parallelism, including concurrent startup, while maintaining data locality. The original presentation of diamond tiling demonstrated excellent performance and scaling, beating the previous state of the art [6] that required a wavefront startup, and, therefore, had less available parallelism.

3. PARAMETERIZED DIAMOND TILING

In this section we describe a method to parameterize any tiling for a given set of tiling hyperplanes assuming a hyper-rectangular iteration space. First, we review how tiling hyperplanes are used to specify a tiling schedule and why, if the tile sizes in those schedules are left as parameters, the schedule is non-affine. Non-affine schedules cannot be handled by existing code generators. Then, we describe a tractable process for deriving the loops over the tiles and the loops over iterations within such tiles while keeping the tile size a parameter.

3.1 Tiling Hyperplanes

Tiling hyperplanes determine the shape and, therefore, the iteration space within tiles. Figure 3 illustrates the tiles that result from two sets of hyperplanes: one set of lines with slope −1 and the other set with slope 1. Each set of tiling hyperplanes can be specified by a vector normal to the hyperplanes and the distance between hyperplanes in that set. The normal for the −1 slope hyperplanes in Figure 3 is (1,1) and for the 1 slope hyperplane is (−1,1).

Given tiling hyperplanes, it is possible to specify a tiling to a polyhedral code generator with a scattering function. A scattering function maps the original iteration space for a loop into a new iteration space. The code generator creates loop code that executes the computations in the new iteration space in lexicographical order.

Assume a d-dimensional rectangular iteration space \( \{[i_0, i_1, ..., i_{d-1}] \mid (i_0 \leq i_0 < u_0) \wedge \ldots \wedge (i_{d-1} \leq i_{d-1} < u_{d-1}) \} \).
The scattering function for a d-dimensional tiling with hyperplane normals $\vec{v}_0, \vec{v}_1, ..., \vec{v}_{d-1}$ is the following:

$$\{[i_0, i_1, ..., i_{d-1}] \rightarrow [k_0, k_1, ..., k_{d-1}, i_0, i_1, ..., i_{d-1}] \}$$

$$k_0 = (\vec{v}_0 \cdot \vec{i})/\tau$$

where $k_0, k_1, ..., k_{d-1}$ are the iterators for the new tile loops and $\tau$ is the spacing between hyperplanes for all $d$ sets of tiling hyperplanes. Using the Chinese remainder theorem, we can remove the division by introducing remainders $r_0, r_1, ..., r_{d-1}$ to obtain the following:

$$\{[i_0, i_1, ..., i_{d-1}] ightarrow [k_0, k_1, ..., k_{d-1}, i_0, i_1, ..., i_{d-1}] \}$$

$$\exists r_0, r_1, ..., r_{d-1}, (0 \leq r_0 < \tau) \land (\tau k_0 + r_0 = v_0 \cdot \vec{i}) \land$$

$$... \land (0 \leq r_{d-1} < \tau) \land (\tau k_{d-1} + r_{d-1} = \vec{v}_{d-1} \cdot \vec{i}) \}.$$

The multiplication of the tile size $\tau$ by each of the tile iterators causes the scattering function to be non-affine.

### 3.2 Plan for Tile Size Parameterization

We could do a symbolic Fourier Motzkin elimination process to obtain the new loop bounds, but that results in an exponential blow-up in loop bounds. All of the extra loop bounds result in more loop overhead.

Approaches already exist to do parametric tiling when the tiles are rectangular. With rectangular tiling, developing a parameterized tiling can be split into two problems: (1) expanding the iteration space so it includes all possible tile origins for a parameterized-sized tile and having the tile loops iterate over these origins, and (2) generating parameterized tile loops that iterate over the points within a tile [16, 22, 23]. This approach of splitting the code generation problem into loops over tiles and then loops within tiles was also used by Goumas et al. [13] to generate code for fixed-sized, non-rectangular tiles. The parametric tiling techniques work with rectangular tiles and any polyhedral iteration space, but leverage the fact that with rectangular tiles the tile boundaries align with the iteration axes (although possibly in the skewed iteration space).

Diamond tilings have hyperplanes that do not align with the iteration space axes. It is not possible to skew the iteration space to compensate without introducing holes in the iteration space. However, since we are focused on diamond tilings in the context of stencil computations, we can leverage the fact that the iteration space is rectangular to split the problem into two similar pieces: (1) finding bounds on the tile space (i.e., bounds on the $k$ iterators) and (2) generating parameterized tile loops that iterate over the points within a tile. Our solution to each of the sub-problems is different because the tile iterators $i_j$ are iterating within a separate tile space instead of over the tile origins in the original iteration space.

### 3.3 Iterating Over Tiles

In the context of diamond tiling, the loops over tiles do not iterate over tile origins as they do in rectangular tiling. Rather, they loop over a separate, parameterized tile space. The parameterized tile loops are found by characterizing a single tile as a parameterized set and then projecting that

$$\text{set on the axes of the original iteration space. A single, representative tile can be characterized by the following set:}$$

$$\{[k_0, k_1, ..., k_{d-1}, i_0, i_1, ..., i_{d-1}] \}$$

$$\exists r_0, r_1, ..., r_{d-1}, (0 \leq r_0 < \tau) \land (\tau k_0 + r_0 = v_0 \cdot \vec{i}) \land$$

$$... \land (0 \leq r_{d-1} < \tau) \land (\tau k_{d-1} + r_{d-1} = \vec{v}_{d-1} \cdot \vec{i}) \}.$$

To determine the bounds on the tile iterators $k_0, k_1, ..., k_{d-1}$, we project the single tile, which is parameterized by tile size, on each of the canonical axes of the iteration space, $i_0, i_1, ..., i_{d-1}$. With the projection, we will have the min and max values for each tile on each axis. Then we can make sure that even one point of the tile is in the iteration space, the tile is visited. The tile’s lower bounds are inclusive, and therefore anytime the projected tile lower bound is less than or equal to the iteration space upper bound, the tile contains at least one iteration point that is in the iteration space.

It is possible to compute the lower and upper bounds for a single tile (i.e., setting all $k_i$ values to 1) projected on each axis with a code generator as was done in ISCC [27], but the loop bounds generated are inclusive. We did the projection by hand to determine the real number of intersection points on the axes. We did the projection for stencils with depth 1 in two-dimensional and three-dimensional iteration spaces for use with Jacobi1D and Jacobi2D, but here we show the results for the three-dimensional iteration spaces.

For the three-dimensional diamond tiling for Jacobi2D, the hyperplanes are $r_0 = (1, 1, 0), v_1 = (1, 0, 1)$, and $v_2 = (1, -1, -1)$. Given this set of hyperplanes the iteration space within a tile is defined as shown in Equation 1.

$$\{[t, i, j] \exists r_0, r_1, r_2,$$

$$\begin{align*}
(0 \leq r_0 < \tau) & \land (0 \leq r_1 < \tau) \land (0 \leq r_2 < \tau) \\
\land k_0 \tau + r_0 & = t + i \\
\land k_1 \tau + r_1 & = t + j \\
\land k_2 \tau + r_2 & = t - i - j
\end{align*}$$

Here are the projections of the parameterized tile on the axes:

$$(k_0 + k_1 + k_2)\tau/3 \leq t < (3 + k_0 + k_1 + k_2)\tau/3$$

$$(2k_0 - k_1 - k_2 - 2)\tau/3 < i < (2 + 2k_0 - k_1 - k_2)\tau/3$$

$$(2k_1 - k_0 - k_2 - 2)\tau/3 < j < (2 + 2k_1 - k_0 - k_2)\tau/3$$

To find the bounds for the tile-iterator loops $k_0, k_1$, and $k_2$, we substitute the (unique) upper (or lower) bound on each dimension of the iteration space for the corresponding iteration space variable. For example, to be sure to visit every tile whose minimum $t$ value is below the upper bound of the iteration space ($T$), we substitute $T$ for $t$ in the above lower bound on $t$, producing the upper bound on $k_0$ of $(k_0 + k_1 + k_2)\tau/3 \leq T$. Substituting 1 for $t$ in the upper bound on $t$ gives $(3 + k_0 + k_1 + k_2)\tau/3 > 1$. Continuing this process for $i$ and $j$, we produce the following set of constraints for the tile iterators:

$$\{[k_0, k_1, k_2]$$

$$(3 + k_0 + k_1 + k_2)\tau/3 > 1 \land (k_0 + k_1 + k_2)\tau/3 \leq T$$

$$\land (2 + 2k_0 - k_1 - k_2)\tau/3 > L_i$$

$$\land (2 + 2k_1 - k_0 - k_2)\tau/3 > L_j$$

$$\land (2k_1 - k_0 - k_2 - 2)\tau/3 < U_i$$

$$\land (2k_1 - k_0 - k_2 - 2)\tau/3 < U_j$$

1. Using different spacing per set of hyperplanes would be more general, but results in less regular parallel wavefronts of diamond tiles and causes the parameterization to be more complex.
Figure 4: Parameterized diamond tiled code for any 2D stencil of depth 1 that uses values from the previous time step only (Jacobi-like data dependencies). Note that the \( \text{floor} \) function computes the integer quotient of its operands, like C’s \( \text{round} \) operation, but unlike C’s \( \text{round} \) rounds any fractional part toward negative infinity rather than zero [28].

To create wavefronts of tiles that can be executed in parallel, we introduce a new tile space iterator by solving for \( k \) bounds with \( k \) for the \( k \) operation, but unlike C’s \( k \) and \( k \). This is legal because the tuple \( (k_1, k_2, k_3) \) is constant. To enable code generation with ISCC, we perform a substitution. Let \( x_1 = k_1 \tau, x_1 = k_1 \tau, \text{ and } x_2 = k_2 \tau \). This is legal because the tuple \( (k_1, k_1, k_2) \) is constant. The resulting loop bounds over points within a tile for the three-dimensional diamond tiling of Jacobi2D are shown in Figure 4.

In summary, we can apply the tile size parameterization process to any set of tiling hyperplanes (diamond or otherwise). Therefore, other stencils that require different diamond tiling hyperplanes can also benefit from this process.

4. PROVIDING TILING IN A LIBRARY

Due to the complexity of the diamond tiling loop structure it is desirable to abstract it away from the primary specification of the algorithm. We do this by implementing the diamond tiling code within a Chapel parallel iterator. This section provides a brief overview of the Chapel language and information about our implementation.

4.1 Chapel Parallel Iterators

We use Chapel parallel iterators to explore the viability of providing advanced tiling schedules as a module. Chapel is an open-source language currently in development at Cray Inc.\(^2\) which is designed to simplify parallel programming for the desktop and at scale via various language features [10, 11]. It represents a growing movement to design languages and compilers that abstract away the complexity of developing highly parallel programs. Sample features include: forall loops and a rich set of domains and arrays for data parallel computations; support for task-based concurrent programming including data-centric coordination between tasks via atomic variables and sync variables with full-empty semantics; and locales as a first-class language concept for reasoning about architectural locality. Chapel follows a multiresolution philosophy in which users can control low-level details like parallel loop schedules or array layout and distribution while making them available to others via high-level abstractions.

As part of its productivity-oriented features, Chapel supports...
iter DiamondTileIterator( L: int, U: int, T: int, tau: int, 
    param tag: iterKind): 4*int 
where tag == iterKind.standalone 
{
    // Loop over tile wavefronts.
    for kt in ceild(3,tau) .. floord(3*T,tau) {
        // The next two loops iterate within a tile wavefront. Assumes a square iteration space.
        var k1_lb: int = floord(3*L+2+(kt-2)*tau, tau*3);
        var k1_ub: int = floord(3*U+(kt+2)*tau-2, tau*3);
        var k2_lb: int = floord((2*kt-2)*tau-3*U+2, tau*3);
        var k2_ub: int = floord((2+2*kt)*tau-3*L-2, tau*3);
        // Loops over tile coordinates within a parallel wavefront of tiles.
        forall k1 in k1_lb .. k1_ub {
            var k2 = x-k1;
            // Loop over time within a tile.
            for t in max(1,floord(kt*tau,3)) .. min(T,floord((3+kt)*tau-3,3)) {
                write = t & 1; // equivalent to t mod 2
                read = 1 - write;
                // Loops over the spatial dimensions within each tile.
                for i in max(L,max((kt-k1-k2)*tau-t, 2*t-(2+k1+k2)*tau)) .. min(U,min((1+kt-k1-k2)*tau-t, 2*t-(k1+k2)*tau)) {
                    for j in max(L,max(tau*k1-t, t-i-5*tau+1)) .. min(U,min((1+k1)*tau-t-1, t-i-2*tau)) {
                        yield (read, write, i, j);
                        } } } ) } )
}
Figure 5: 2D Diamond Tile Parallel Iterator in Chapel

ports iterators [9], inspired by those of the CLU language [19]. An iterator is a function that yields values back to its callsite and then continues executing rather than simply returning a single value per call like traditional functions. In this way, iterators can be used to drive loops, or to specify the elements defining a collection. Just as traditional functions can be used to parameterize common idioms and factor them away from straight-line code, iterators can provide similar software engineering benefits for loops and loop nests, improving code reuse and readability.

This effort makes use of Chapel’s multiresolution philosophy by specifying complex loop schedules using the language’s features for parallel iterators and then invoking them via high-level data parallel forall loops. In this way, the details of tile specification and scheduling can be factored away from the parallel stencil computation loops themselves, making it easier for application programmers to focus on their computations without tripping over the details of tiling specification and programming.

forall (read, write, x ,y) in DiamondTileIterator(L, U, T, tau) {
    A[write, x, y] =
        A[read,x-1,y] + A[read,x,y-1] +
        A[read,x ,y] + A[read,x,y+1] +
        A[read,x+1,y]) / 5;
}
Figure 6: Use of the diamond tiling iterator. Contrast the programmability of this with that of Figure 4.

4.2 Iterator Implementation

Figure 5 shows the iterator code for the 2D diamond tile iterator. Inside the body of the iterator, the code is much like the diamond-tiled code in C shown in Figure 4. Translation simply consists of the modification of variable declarations, the transformation from C loop bounds to range iterations, and the replacement of stencil calls with the yield statement. Parallel forall loops take the place of loops with OpenMP pragmas.

Figure 6 illustrates an invocation of the iterator. Using the diamond tile iterator written in Chapel code is simple. Most importantly, the computation specification is much cleaner than if the diamond tiling iterator code were inlined in the loop nest itself.

Consider a program that has a dozen invocations of one of these stencil loops with slight variations in the stencil computation. In the Chapel program, this amounts to 12 of these clean loop nests, potentially passing in different parameters such as tile size at each callsite. But in a language like C, C++, or Fortran, there is no good option for abstracting such parallel loop nests away from their uses. While one can create serial iterators via classes/structs and support begin()/next()/end()-style methods/functions on them, there is no clean way to abstract the OpenMP-parallelized loops into such methods and functions. One could create helper functions representing the loop nest and pass a function pointer representing the loop body into it, but this would result in a very expensive loop body without optimizations to inline the function pointer and specialize the loop nest function for each callsite. Alternatively, one could use something outside the language like pre-processor macro expansion to create the loop nests, but this is less robust than supporting parallel iterators in the language directly.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experimental results demonstrate that the parameterized, diamond-tiled code has better performance than code generated for specific tile sizes, and that using Chapel parallel iterators does not result in any appreciable overhead when compared with C+OpenMP code. Additionally, we reproduce results demonstrating the positive performance impact of diamond tiling on Jacobi 1D and 2D benchmarks. We focus on intranode parallelism, specifically leveraging the on-chip cache hierarchy, because stencil computations do not scale well at small core counts due to their memory bandwidth demands.

In this section we also present our methods for selecting tile sizes and a comparison of diamond tiling to spatial tiling in the context of Jacobi2D.

5.1 Experimental Setup

**Hardware:** Experiments were run on a 2.60GHz Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 workstation. This machine has a single NUMA domain, one socket containing 8 cores (16 Hyper-Threads). Each core has its own 32K L1 data cache and 256K L2 cache. The L3 cache is 20Mb and shared among all cores. The memory is 32Gb.

**Problem Size:** We tested all benchmarks with problem sizes that exceeded L3 cache. The Jacobi1D problem size (N=5242880, footprint=2*N*sizeof(double)) is 2 times the size of L3. The Jacobi2D problem size (N=4096 X 4096) is 12.8 times the size of L3. Each benchmark ran 100 time steps.

**Compilers:** GCC (version 4.8.3) was used to compile all the C+OpenMP benchmarks, as well as the back-end for compiling the Chapel compiler. The Chapel compiler itself (version 1.11) was retrieved from the public download page maintained by Cray and the Chapel team.

**Compiler Options:** When building the serial C and C+OpenMP benchmarks the -O3 flag was used to optimize. Chapel builds used the flags --assertNoSlicing, which disables unnecessary array striding calculations, and --fast, which removes run-time safety checks and compiles generated C code with the --O3 flag.

**Baseline for Speedup:** All speedup measurements are relative to a serial C version of the same stencil.

5.2 Tiling Methods Comparison

The diamond tiling variants of the code outperformed the naive parallel for both Jacobi1D and Jacobi2D. The naive parallel variant for Jacobi1D was parallelized with an OpenMP statement around the spatial loop using the default static schedule. Figure 7 shows that the naive parallel implementation stops effectively scaling at 4 threads even though this version tiles the spatial loops. The diamond tiling variant uses a dynamic schedule with the default chunk size being one row of tiles. Jacobi2D when diamond tiled maintains nearly linear speedup out to 8 cores.

5.3 Fixed Verses Parameterized Tile Size Performance

A key requirement for success with parameterized diamond tiling is that the parameterization does not result in a negative performance impact. Our experiments confirm that it does not. To measure this impact we generated a sampling of tile-size-specific variants of the code for a selection of tile sizes for Jacobi2D. The code was generated using the ISCC code generator [27], which is used as the code generator for Pluto [7], PoCC\(^3\), and Polly [15]. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the execution times for the equivalent parameterized tiling runs. We use a tile size of $\tau = 276$ for both of the Jacobi2D diamond tiling variants in Figure 1.

5.4 Chapel versus C Performance

There are two primary comparisons to make with respect to Chapel performance. First, the performance differences when using naive parallel scheduling techniques, and, second, the differences when using diamond tiling. In both cases Chapel’s performance is competitive with C+OpenMP’s.

A consistent performance variation was observed in the Chapel executions. For specific thread counts, 5-12 for diamond tiling and 5-8 for naive parallel, repeated execution revealed a multimodal distribution. This variation occurred only within the Chapel executions and for both the dynamic and static parallel schedules. The execution times in the fastest mode of the distribution were on-par or faster than the execution times of C+OpenMP. The Chapel team believes this to be due to a race in how Chapel tasks are assigned to cores resulting in an occasional load imbalance. The Chapel development team plans to address this in a future release. All times reported here are the average of all execution times, each test was repeated 32 times.

The lower two lines of data in Figure 7 show that for the Jacobi1D benchmark Chapel matches the performances of C+OpenMP except in the 5-8 thread region. Both of these implementations use a naive parallelization. Figure 1 shows the same for the Jacobi2D benchmark. In this case it is notable that the naive implementation of Chapel is outperforming the space-tiled variant of C+OpenMP. This can be attributed to the parallel schedule used by Chapel. The performance of the Chapel variants using diamond tiling is also competitive with that of the C+OpenMP variants except for the aforementioned issue in the 5-12 thread range.

\(^3\)http://www.cs.ucla.edu/~pouchet/software/pocc/
5.5 Tile Size Selection

Tile size selection is an important factor in the performance of all tiling methods. If a tile size is too big it will fall out of cache or push another thread’s tile out of cache, and if a tile is too small it will create unnecessary loop overhead and will exhibit poor cache reuse. The optimal tile size was found using an exhaustive search over the span of reasonable tile widths. The tile width is expressed as \( \tau \). The reasonable range of \( \tau \) was determined by using a footprint calculation and targeting each level of cache.

The memory footprints were determined by using the single tile description for two- and three-dimensional parameterized diamond tiles and projecting them onto the spatial dimensions of the computation and using ISCC [27] to compute the cardinality of the set as a function of the tile size \( \tau \). The memory footprint in bytes of a diamond tile in 1D is

\[
footprint = (\tau \cdot 2 - 1) \cdot (2) \cdot \text{sizeof(type)}
\]

In 2D, the footprint is

\[
footprint = (\tau^2 - \tau - 1) \cdot (2) \cdot \text{sizeof(type)}
\]

The Jacobi benchmarks store only the previous and current time steps. Thus the multiplication by 2.

We expect that under normal operating conditions (i.e. one task/thread per processing unit with no thread migration) that the entire memory projection of a tile (maximum spatial bounds on the tile) will not be evicted from last-level cache until that tile is completely finished.

Figures 9 and 10 show execution time versus tile footprint for the Jacobi 1D and 2D benchmarks respectively. The vertical lines represent cache occupancy for L1 and L2 with no hyper-threading and then for L3 being shared among 8 threads and 16 threads. For Jacobi1D the optimal point lies just beyond L1 occupancy with a \( \tau \) value of 4259. The optimal point for Jacobi2D fell within L3 (\( \tau = 276 \)).

6. RELATED WORK

Our work extends current practice with both run-time parametrization of diamond tiling [1], and a novel approach to expressing this tiling with a Chapel parallel iterator. Related work includes various approaches to tiling through time, other work that uses iterators/generators, and previous work that has hand-tuned stencil computations in Chapel.

6.1 Tiling through Time

Loop tiling and more specifically tiling through time is a long-standing technique [17]. As it has increased in importance due to recent architecture trends, a number of variants have been explored; Wonnacott and Strout provide a description of many [31].

The recent development of diamond tiling for multidimensional data sets by Bandishti et al. [1] combines (we believe, for the first time) asymptotic scalability, high performance even on relatively small numbers of processors, and full implementation in the polyhedral infrastructure that underlies many automatic optimization tools such as Pluto [31]. However, the work of Bandishti et al. requires the tile size to be known at compile time. Prior work on parameterized tiling [23] has been limited to semi-oblique parallelepiped tilings, and thus is not applicable to multi-dimensional diamond tiles. We have developed a parameterized version of this tiling for the 2D Jacobi stencil, and expressed this tiling in both OpenMP and as an iterator for the Chapel language. The former provides a basis for performance comparison with other OpenMP tilings, and the latter provides a clean mechanism to give programmers control of iteration-space tiling.

6.2 Iterator Programming Constructs

Chapel’s iterators are quite similar to both Python’s generator functions [26] and the iterator functions of C# and Visual Basic [20, 29]. Being a parallel language, Chapel expands upon conventional approaches by adding the ability to specify iterators that can drive data parallel computations such as forall loops. This is done by specifying standalone or leader-follower iterators [12] which support parallel loops over multiple iterators in a simultaneous—or zippered—manner, similar to the NESL language [4, 5].
However, in NESL zippered iterations were only supported by the compiler for a small number of built-in data types, whereas in Chapel users have the ability to author their own parallel zippered iterators.

6.3 Stencil Computations in Chapel

In Chapel’s formative years, Barrett et al. studied different ways of expressing stencil computations in Chapel, with the eventual goal of being able to express the sweep3d benchmark in Chapel [2]. At this point in Chapel’s history, its compiler was only just starting to generate parallel code, preventing the study from performing compelling performance studies. More recently, in [8], variants of a stencil computation were implemented in Chapel to determine which idioms generated the best performance compared to conventional programming models. Our work differs from this effort in that it studies tiling across time and space and considers the programmability benefits of using parallel iterators to factor complex loop structures away from the stencil computations themselves.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Diamond tiling is an advanced scheduling method that results in improved cache reuse and a high degree of concurrency. However, its adoption is hindered by its complexity and fixed tile-size code generation constraints. We have presented a method of generating parameterized diamond tiling and implemented it in benchmarks, showing that diamond tiling outperforms naive schedules that are simpler to develop and maintain. Additionally, we have shown that these schedules can be implemented in the Chapel language to take advantage of the parallel iterator construct and that performance is competitive with that of C+OpenMP.

We have also demonstrated that Chapel parallel iterators are an effective way to simplify the development process of stencil computations and increase the adoption of better schedules. Typically, the development of the stencil computation and the development of the iteration schedule are intertwined, although they have little to do with each other. This requires that both stencil computation and iteration schedule be modified together through the application’s lifetime, impeding improvements to performance. The use of Chapel parallel iterators allows for separate development of each, creating a more agile development process. The addition of a new tiling schedule only requires that the schedule yield the appropriate values, and that new stencil codes can reuse existing high performance schedules.

The growth of high-performance computing into the Exascale era, and the creation of scientific applications requiring such computing power, poses many challenges. Among them, Exascale applications may require further advances in scheduling methods, and developers will benefit from ways to explore new schedules, or adopt those of other codes, without interfering with other aspects of their application. We have demonstrated that this separation of application code and high-performance scheduling can be achieved via Chapel iterators.
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